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        FREE SHIPPING in the Continental U.S. on all orders of $40 or more!
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            Premium Flitz Metal Polishes
          

          Your Ultimate Destination for Metal Care

          
            At Flitz, we understand the importance of keeping your metal
            surfaces looking their best. We provide a wide selection of options
            to satisfy all of your metal polishing needs, from our specialized
            Flitz Metal Polish to our customized aluminum polish and polishing
            chemicals. Whether you are
            restoring the shine to
            brass fixtures, aluminum surfaces, or stainless steel appliances,
            trust Flitz to deliver exceptional results every time.
          

          Shop Now
        

      

    

    
      
        Our Range of Products and Services
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                Professional Detailers Kit
            

 

            
                                
                $242.00
            $189.95
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                                Choose Options

                



            

        

        

                


            
                Flitz Paste Metal Polish also for Fiberglass, Plastic & Paint
            

 

            
                                
            $12.60
        

            


            
                &nbsp;Recommended by:
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                                Add to Cart
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                Tear-Away Microfiber Towels (50 count)
            

 

            
                                
                $49.95
            $44.95
        

            


            
                Super-premium commercial-grade Microfiber Cloths that are dual-sided, designed with YOUR convenience in mind. These towels are hypoallergenic and non-electrostatic ensuring a GENTLE &amp;...
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                Mason Maggio Racing Bundle
            

 

            
                                
                $185.70
            $119.95
        

            


            
                This versatile bundle is all that you need to keep your car looking new, as recommended by Nascar driver, MASON MAGGIO!

Removes&nbsp;Oxidation, Road Tar, Scuff Marks, Hard Water Stains, Rust &amp;...
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          Flitz Metal Polish

          
            Unsurpassed Shine and Protection
            Flitz Metal Polishis
            our flagship product, renowned for its ability to clean, polish, and
            protect a variety of metal surfaces. Whether it is applied on brass,
            copper, stainless steel or aluminum, our metal polish is designed to
            provide an unmatched sheen and long lasting defense. You can keep
            your metal surfaces looking their best for years to come by
            restoring their brilliance with Flitz Metal Polish.
          

        

      

      
        
          Flitz Aluminum Polish

          
            Restore Brilliance to Your Aluminum Surfaces Aluminum
            surfaces can become dull and tarnished over time, diminishing their
            appearance and aesthetic appeal.Flitz Aluminum Polish
            is a specifically developed product that helps restore aluminum
            surfaces to their natural sheen and brightness by removing stains,
            corrosion, and oxidation. Whether you are polishing metal surfaces
            on outdoor furniture, car components, or home fixtures, our aluminum
            polish will make them look like new.
          

        

      

      
        
          Flitz Polishing Compound

          
            Professional Grade Results For professional grade
            polishing results, look no further than Flitz Polishing Compound.
            Our advanced formula is made to efficiently eliminate swirl marks,
            scratches, and other flaws from metal surfaces, leaving a faultless,
            smooth finish in their wake. Flitz cleaning Compound may be used to
            easily obtain excellent results while cleaning jewelry, guns, or
            industrial equipment.
          

        

      

      
        
          Flitz Metal Polish Kit

          
            Everything You Need for Metal Polishing Our
            Metal Polish Kit
            includes everything you need to achieve professional results,
            including our signature metal polish, buffing balls, cloths, and
            other accessories. Whether you are a seasoned professional or a DIY
            enthusiast, our metal polish kit makes polishing easy, convenient
            and rewarding. You can take on any polishing project with confidence
            and consistently produce amazing results when you use the Flitz
            Metal Polish Kit.
          

        

      

      
        
          Metal Cleaning Services

          
             Leave it to the Experts. If you are looking for
            professional metal cleaning
            services, Flitz has you covered. From removing oil and dirt from
            stainless steel and chrome to removing tarnish and buildup from
            brass and copper, our skilled specialists are equipped to handle a
            broad variety of metal cleaning jobs. With our meticulous attention
            to detail and unmatched expertise, we guarantee to leave your metal
            surfaces looking immaculate.
          

        

      

    

  




   



    
    
    
    

  
    
      
        
          
            Why Choose Flitz?
          

          
            At Flitz, we understand that when it comes to choosing metal
            polishing products, quality, ease of use, and reliability are
            paramount.That is why we go above and beyond to ensure that our
            customers receive nothing but the best. Here is why you should
            choose Flitz for all your metal polishing and cleaning needs:
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                               Legendary polishes unsurpassed in their ability to clean, polish and protect! American know-how and German-engineered ingredients quickly deliver a stunning shine with lasting protection.
                            

                       

                    
                    
                        
                            The World's Best Polish
                        

                        Shop now
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                                State-of-the-art hydrophobic spray is the king of protection for all hard surfaces! Creates a ceramic shell coating that lasts up to a year. Easy to apply! 
                            

                       

                    
                    
                        
                            Lasting Protection
                        

                        Shop now
                            
                        
                    

                

            

            
            
                
                        
                        [image: Buffing Ball Attachments for Drills]
                        
                            
                                Speed up your project and get at hard-to-reach areas with a revolutionary new way to buff and polish! Won't disintegrate like foam buffers. Won't overheat and burn the finish! Washable and resuable! 
                            

                       

                    
                    
                        
                            Patented Flitz Buff Ball
                        

                        Shop now
                            
                        
                    

                

            

           
        

    





      
        
          Unrivaled Quality

          
            Our
            commitment to quality
            is unwavering. To guarantee exceptional performance, each of our
            products is made with the best components and put through a thorough
            testing process. We source only the finest materials and employ
            cutting edge technology to formulate our products, guaranteeing
            exceptional results every time. You may be sure that the product you
            obtain from Flitz is of the greatest caliber and satisfies all
            requirements for excellence.
          

        

      

      
        
          Long lasting Protection

          
            Protecting your metal surfaces from corrosion, tarnish, and
            environmental damage is essential for maintaining their beauty and
            integrity. The cutting-edge formulations from Flitz provide
            long-lasting Protection that is not limited to the surface.Our solutions
            produce a strong barrier that protects your metal surfaces from the
            weather so they continue to look great for many years to come. With
            Flitz, say goodbye to regular cleaning and welcome to enduring
            brilliance.
          

        

      

      
        
          Easy to Use

          
            We understand that not everyone has the time or expertise to spend
            hours polishing metal surfaces. We made our goods as user-friendly
            as we could because of this. Flitz products are easy to use and take
            little effort to deliver high grade results, whether you are a DIY
            enthusiast or a professional metal polisher. You may easily obtain a
            brilliant shine using easy application techniques and clear
            directions, which will save you aggravation and time.
          

        

      

      
        
          Trusted by Professionals

          
            Flitz is trusted by professionals
            across various industries, from automotive and marine to aerospace
            and manufacturing. Because of the reputation our products have built
            for dependability and effectiveness, professionals who want the best
            turn to us. You can rely on Flitz to precisely and expertly handle
            your metal polishing and cleaning needs, regardless of your level of
            experience.
          

        

      

    




    
  
    
      Comprehensive Metal Polishing Solutions


      
        At Flitz, we understand the importance of maintaining the appearance and integrity of your metal surfaces. We provide a wide selection of metal polishing products in order to preserve and enhance the value of your priceless possessions. 
        From brass fixtures to stainless steel appliances, our specialized polishes are formulated to deliver professional grade results without the need for professional services.            
      

    

  

  





    
    
         
           
            
            
                
                    
                        [image: Brass Tarnish Remover and Copper Cleaner]
                        
                            
                                Instantly remove tarnish & buildup on brass and coppper and virtually all metals. Starts to work without rubbing! Organic salts formula is safer than traditional acid-based cleaners. 
                            

                       

                    
                    
                        
                        

                        
                            Brass & Copper Tarnish Remover
                        

                        Shop now
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                                Remove grease and buildup with the most innovative stainless steel cleaner on the market.  Wall Street Journal tested and voted as BEST Stainless Steel Cleaner!
                            

                       

                    
                    
                        
                        

                        
                            Stainless Steel & Chrome Cleaner
                        

                        Shop now
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                                 Instantly remove corrosion, rust, calcium, lime, tarnish, grease, oil & water stains on aluminum and metal. Will not dull or haze aluminum and is safe for use on painted & fiberglass surfaces too!
                            

                       

                    
                    
                        
                        

                        
                            Metal & Aluminum Cleaner
                        

                        Shop now
                            
                        
                    

                

            

        

    







 
  
    
      Specialized Aluminum Polishing

      
        Enhance the appearance of your aluminum wheels and boat surfaces with
        Flitz Aluminum Polish. Brake dust, rust and corrosion are eliminated by
        our specialist polish, leaving your metal surfaces shining and brand
        new. Trust Flitz for all your aluminum polishing needs.
      

      [image: image]
      Aluminum Wheel Polishing

      
        Using Flitz Aluminum Wheel Polish,
        you can completely transform your aluminum wheels. Thanks to our
        formula, which gets rid of brake dust and rust, your wheels will once
        again be protected and will shine with a glossy appearance. When you are
        out on the road, make a statement with Flitz.
      

      Aluminum Boat Polishing

      
        By using Flitz Boat Polish, you can ensure that your aluminum boat
        always looks its best. By eliminating rust, stains, and marine deposits,
        our polish helps to guarantee that your boat retains its luster and
        provides it with Protection. Cruise in style with Flitz.
      

      Customized Metal Restoration

      
        Preserve the value and beauty of your antique metal pieces with Flitz
        Custom Restoration Polish. Delicate metal surfaces are cleaned, polished
        and protected with our unique polish, preserving their inherent beauty
        and personality.Trust Flitz
        for all your metal restoration needs.
      

      Antique Metal Restoration

      
        Bring new life to your antique metal pieces with Flitz Antique Metal
        Restoration Polish. Your jewels' genuine beauty is unveiled when
        oxidation, filth and grime are removed with our solution.
      

      Polishing Metal Sculpture

      
        Applying
        Flitz Sculpture Polish,
        you can bring out all of the intricates that are present in your metal
        sculptures. The polish we provide enhances the artistry of your artwork
        by eliminating rust and grime. Showcase your creativity with Flitz.
      

    

  






  
    
      Commercial Metal Polishing Solutions

      
        Maintain a clean and professional environment with Flitz Commercial
        Metal Polishes. Grease, stains and deposits are eliminated from
        stainless steel surfaces by our unique formulae, guaranteeing a clean
        area for food preparation and commercial use. Keep your business shining
        with Flitz.
      

      [image: image]
      Commercial Kitchen Polishing

      
        Ensure your commercial kitchen meets the highest standards of
        cleanliness with
        Flitz Kitchen Polish.
        Grease, stains and deposits are removed from stainless steel surfaces by
        our polish, maintaining the immaculate appearance of your kitchen.
        Elevate your kitchen with Flitz.
      

      Industrial Metal Polishing

      
        Maximize the durability and longevity of your industrial equipment with
        Flitz Industrial Polish. Your tools and machinery will last longer
        thanks to our solution, which also gets rid of rust, corrosion and
        surface flaws. Keep your operations running smoothly with Flitz.
      

    

  






  
    
      Professional Metal Cleaning Services

      Restoring Brilliance, One Surface at a Time

    

  



   
                   
           
     
      Protectants

      
          

      


  


        

    





  
    
      Tarnish Removal

      
        Our expert solution specializes in removing tarnish, oxidation, and buildup from brass, copper, stainless steel and other metal surfaces. 
        You can rely on Flitz to carefully and precisely restore the elegance of your metal fittings.        
      

    

  

  
    
      Oxidation Removal

      
        Say goodbye to stubborn oxidation and discoloration with Flitz's professional metal cleaning services.
        Our advanced techniques and specialized solutions ensure thorough and effective removal of oxidation, leaving your metal surfaces looking pristine.            
      

    

  

  
    
      Surface Restoration

      
        Whether it is polishing out scratches, buffing out swirl marks, or restoring the shine to faded surfaces, Flitz's surface restoration services deliver exceptional results every time. Let us rejuvenate your metal surfaces and bring back their original brilliance.                
      

    

  

  
    
      Protective Coating Application

      
        Enhance the longevity and durability of your metal surfaces with Flitz's protective coating application services. Our superior coatings provide your metal surfaces an extra layer of defense against tarnish, corrosion and environmental deterioration, extending their optimal aesthetic life.              
      

    

  




  


    
    
    

  
    
      
        
          
            Frequently Asked Questions
          

        

      

    

    
      
        
          
            
              What is Flitz Metal Polish, and how does it work?
            

          

          
            
              Flitz Metal Polish is a premium polishing compound designed to
              clean, polish and protect various metal surfaces, including brass,
              copper, stainless steel, chrome, and more. Fine abrasive particles
              in its sophisticated formula gently remove tarnish, oxidation, and
              surface flaws, leaving behind a beautiful sheen and a barrier that
              prevents corrosion in the future.
            

          

        

        
          
            
              Can I use Flitz Metal Polish on painted surfaces?
            

          

          
            
              Because it has the potential to cause damage to painted surfaces,
              we recommend Flitz Metal Polish on painted surfaces. However, it
              is safe to use on the majority of metal surfaces. Always verify
              compatibility by doing a small-scale, discrete test first.
            

          

        

        
          
            
              How often should I use Flitz Metal Polish to polish my metal
              surfaces?
            

          

          
            
              The level of shine that is desired, the quantity of usage, and
              environmental factors are all factors that influence the frequency
              with which a surface has to be polished. It is normally
              recommended that you polish your metal surfaces once every few
              months in order to maintain their luster and preserve them.
            

          

        

        
          
            
              Can I use Flitz Aluminum Polish on any kind of aluminum?
            

          

          
            
              It is entirely safe to use Flitz Aluminum Polish on any surfaces
              made of aluminum, including those found in automobiles, household
              fixtures and other places. Its unique mixture efficiently
              eliminates oxidation, tarnish, and corrosion without harming the
              underlying metal.
            

          

        

        
          
            
              Do I need any special equipment to use Flitz Metal Polish Kits?
            

          

          
            
              Everything you need to get professional results is included in the
              Flitz Metal Polish Kits, including our exclusive metal polish,
              buffing balls, cloths and other accessories. To speed up the
              polishing process, we advise utilizing a power drill or polishing
              equipment for best results.
            

          

        

        
          
            
              Can metal surfaces with severe scratches be removed with Flitz
              Polishing Compound?
            

          

          
            
              On metal surfaces, Flitz Polishing Compound is designed to
              eliminate minor to moderate scratches, swirl marks, and surface
              flaws. It might not be able to totally remove severe scratches,
              but it might make them seem better. For severe scratches, we
              advise contacting a specialist.
            

          

        

        
          
            Distinguish Yourself with Flitz

          

          
            
              At Flitz, we pride ourselves on our commitment to quality,
              innovation, and customer satisfaction. Having worked in the field
              for many years, we have a solid reputation for quality and
              dependability. Selecting Flitz means more than just purchasing a
              product; it also means choosing a guarantee of outstanding
              performance and unrivaled outcomes. Experience the Flitz
              difference today and discover why we are the preferred choice for
              metal polishing and cleaning worldwide.
            

          

        

      

    

  


    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

  
    
      
        
          
            Get in Touch
          

          
            With Flitz Metal Polishes, achieving a brilliant shine and long-lasting Protection for your metal surfaces has never been easier. Our extensive product line includes our signature Flitz Metal Polish as well as aluminum polish and polishing chemicals, tailored to your unique requirements. You can rely on Flitz to consistently produce excellent results, whether you are polishing stainless steel appliances, aluminum surfaces, or brass fixtures. our premium metal polishes today and experience the difference for yourself.           
          

        

      

    

  


    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
   
    

     






    

    
    
        
    
    

    





                

    
        
            
                 
    JOIN THE FLITZ FAMILY

    
        Receive our latest updates and promotions.
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